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ONWASA RELIES ON
FUSIBLE PVC® PIPE TO CROSS
THE INTRACOASTAL WATERWAY
HDD used to replace primary water main to North Topsail Island
Overview
Topsail Island is a 26-mile long barrier island just south of
the Marine Corps Base, Camp Lejeune and a popular summer
vacation spot in the Outer Banks area of North Carolina.
Although there are only 800 full-time residents on this mostly
residential island, many families vacation here and the summer
tourist season drives an expanded demand on infrastructure.
There are only two access points onto Topsail Island, North
Carolina Highway 50 which brings beachgoers in from Surf City
on the south side and the high-rise bridge of North Carolina
Highway 210 on the north side. Onslow Water and Sewer
Authority (ONWASA) owns a 35-year-old 10-inch ductile iron
waterline suspended from the North Carolina Highway 210
bridge that is the primary source of potable water for the north
side of the island. From ONWASA’s Comprehensive Financial
Report, they noted that “due to prolonged exposure to the
environment, the existing water main and associated hanger/
support assemblies are exhibiting visible signs of corrosion, and
water leaks have occurred due the deterioration of the joints
assemblies and bolts.”
Because failure of the pipeline would result in an extensive
water outage to the community, ONWASA elected to proactively
replace the pipeline. The most cost-effective approach to replace
the line was to remove it from the bridge altogether and utilize
horizontal directional drilling (HDD) to transverse underneath
the Intracoastal Waterway parallel to the bridge. ONWASA
used the opportunity of pipeline replacement to also upsize the
pipeline to a 12-inch nominal diameter.

Pipeline Details and Project Summary
Project:

North Topsail Watermain Replacement

Location:

Topsail Island, North Carolina

Length and
Pipe Size:
Pressure Test:

2,025 LF
12-inch DR18 Fusible PVC® pipe
150 psi for 2 hours

Installation:

Horizontal directional drill

Owner:

Onslow Water and Sewer Authority

Engineer:

WK Dickson

Contractor:

State Utility Contractors, Inc.

Driller:

Sandy’s Hauling and Backhoe Service, Inc.
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WK Dickson initially designed a short and a long option for this
HDD. Fusible PVC® pipe was specified as the sole pipe material
allowed for the project due to WK Dickson’s confidence in the
material strength of the pipe and joint for demanding HDD
installations. Once the project was ready to bid, Carter Hubard
of WK Dickson, along with ONWASA Engineering Manager David
Mohr decided that the longer HDD alignment, 2,025 feet of
12-inch DR18 Fusible PVC® pipe, was the most reasonable way
to construct.
State Utility Contractors, Inc. was the general contractor
and Sandy’s Hauling and Backhoe Service, Inc. was the HDD
subcontractor for the project. The notice to proceed (NTP) for
construction was issued in November 2017 and the new 12-inch
main was installed using HDD and direct bury methods with
minimal impacts to the Intracoastal Waterway and adjacent
wetland areas. It took roughly 60 days from NTP to complete
installation, testing and reconnection before placing this new
waterline into service. With over 70 HDDs of 2,000 feet or more,
Fusible PVC® pipe continues to provide confidence to engineers,
owners and contractors alike.

“I think [this expedited install] is
an outstanding performance and
illustrates the benefits of both the
material and installation method
utilized. This was ONWASA’s first
major installation using Fusible PVC®
pipe and we will be looking for other
opportunities to do so in the future.”

Existing ductile iron pipe installed on the bridge

New Fusible PVC® pipe being assembled for the installation

David Mohr, Engineering Director
Onslow Water and Sewer Authority

Successful HDD installation of the new Fusible PVC® pipeline
Underground Solutions, Inc. provides infrastructure technologies for water,
wastewater and power cable conduit applications. Underground Solutions’ Fusible
PVC® pipe products, including Fusible C-900® pipe and FPVC® pipe, utilize patented
technology to produce a fused monolithic, fully-restrained, gasket-free, leak-free
piping system ideal for trenchless (horizontal directional drilling, pipe bursting
and sliplining) or conventional "open-cut" installations and are available in 4-inch
to 36-inch diameters. The combination of standard fittings and lower weight with
higher flow for a given pressure class versus other thermoplastic pipes ensures that
Fusible PVC® pipe brings greater economy to most pipeline projects.
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